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Abstract: For the last couple years, governments and health authorities
worldwide have been focused on addressing the Covid-19 pandemic; for example, governments have implemented countermeasures, such as quarantining,
pushing vaccine shots to minimize local spread, investigating and analyzing the virus’ characteristics, and conducting epidemiological investigations
through patient management and tracers. Therefore, researchers worldwide
require funding to achieve these goals. Furthermore, there is a need for
documentation to investigate and trace disease characteristics. However, it is
time consuming and resource intensive to work with documents comprising
many types of unstructured data. Therefore, in this study, natural language
processing technology is used to automatically classify these documents.
Currently used statistical methods include data cleansing, query modification,
sentiment analysis, and clustering. However, owing to limitations with respect
to the data, it is necessary to understand how to perform data analysis suitable
for medical documents. To solve this problem, this study proposes a robust
in-depth mixed with subject and emotion model comprising three modules.
The first is a subject and non-linear emotional module, which extracts topics
from the data and supplements them with emotional figures. The second is a
subject with singular value decomposition in the emotion model, which is a
dimensional decomposition module that uses subject analysis and an emotion
model. The third involves embedding with singular value decomposition using
an emotion module, which is a dimensional decomposition method that uses
emotion learning. The accuracy and other model measurements, such as the
F1, area under the curve, and recall are evaluated based on an article on
Middle East respiratory syndrome. A high F1 score of approximately 91% is
achieved. The proposed joint analysis method is expected to provide a better
synergistic effect in the dataset.
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1 Introduction

The healthcare field includes services provided for medical practice and patient management activities in hospitals or the management of people’s health by interacting with experts and interdisciplinary
teams using medical devices. There are many types of medical services that involve documentation of
observation records or articles by medical personnel and experts. Observation record sheets which store
patient clinical data are usually in the form of a document or digital format, thereby enabling experts to
observe them more easily. Researchers also share medical information through articles in the form of
documents or digital formats, which makes it easier for experts to explore and analyze research findings
using computers. However, it is still difficult to select, search, and verify many documents individually
and to extract only the information necessary for this purpose. This is because various types of text
data and analysis methods exist in the medical field according to their specific purpose. Various
attempts have been made in this regard. For example, a clustering method has been used to refine
unstructured data and group related documents using an artificial intelligence method; furthermore,
methods of extracting words using weights, analyzing topics, and deep learning technology have been
employed. However, in many studies, only existing and widely known methods have been used for their
respective purposes, and there have been few attempts to develop new models. In addition, because
it is difficult to collect healthcare data, it is difficult to achieve a high accuracy by processing and
classifying them using a small amount of data. This study proposes a method for classifying only
the journals of related data that the researcher wants to find among data on the same disease using
subject and emotion analysis models with the highest efficiency. The proposed in-depth mixed with
subject and emotion (IMSE) method effectively handles dimensions along with topics and positive
and negative emotions, thereby going beyond the conventionally used word frequency and inverse
document frequency methods. To this end, first, the subject and non-linear emotional (SNE) module
extracts unstructured healthcare data and uses a method of supplementing it with emotions. Second,
a subject with singular value decomposition in emotion (SSN) is a learning method that reduces the
dimensions of refined data. Third, embedding with singular value decomposition with emotion (ESE)
is a dimensional decomposition method that constructs an emotion matrix from the frequency of word
and inverse documents. Finally, an auto-collection and query (ACQ) system is structured for data flow.
Each module was evaluated based on the F1 score, receiver operating characteristic (ROC), precision,
accuracy, and recall. The contributions of this study are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Proposes a new model for classifying relevant data from healthcare data.
Helps in the extractions and analyses of disease data.
Proposes a new architecture using subject and emotion learning.
Improves the classification accuracy for small data, and presents a model that is robust to
sparsity.
• Attempts to generate medical data automatically.
The organization chart of the paper to be explained below first introduces the thesis related to
the research in related background. Section 3 describes the proposed ISME design and methodology.
Section 4 presents the experimental evaluation, analysis, and discussion of the proposed models.
Section 5 presents the conclusions and describes the areas of application.
2 Related Background

Various attempts have been made to analyze healthcare data using deep learning (DL), machine
learning (ML), and computational linguistic techniques. Kumar et al. [1] studied the human brain
to create an assist-as-needed (ANN) system. They used the learning and spatial mapping techniques
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of support vector machines (SVMs), logistic regression (LR-EN), and complex valued convolutional
neural networks (CV-CNNs) to detect and classify Errp signals with accuracies of approximately 84%
and 73%, respectively. This enabled the TE signal to be used for AAN, thereby aiding in rehabilitation
exercises for patients with impaired limbs. However, issues, such as the real-time monitoring of
patients and autonomous signal conversion by patients, are yet to be resolved. Viani et al. [2] used
a hybrid natural language processing (NLP) method to analyze disease-outbreak information texts
that can be documented in relation to patient records. Using annotations, it was determined that the
estimated results were consistent if the date and age matched, and the evaluation of patients allowed
the onset dates of approximately 2,400 patients to be determined. Moreover, the F1 score was 0.55
at the onset level. Time information was divided into three types: psychosis symptoms, diagnoses,
and non-specific symptoms. Specifically, after preprocessing the HTML, the samples were filtered
only for time and age. Subsequently, the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), word
embedding, linear regression (LR), random forest (RF), support vector machine (SVM), and DL
methods were used for the experiment; however, long short-term memory (LSTM) was excluded owing
to its limited accuracy. In the paragraphs extracted by classification, time-related expressions were used
and arranged in chronological order. This shows that the date of onset information can be confirmed
using the NLP technology with the patient on the date of onset. Tvardik et al. [3] performed an NLP
analysis using an electronic document report obtained from a French university hospital to detect
healthcare-associated infections in 120 patients who were 58 years of age. For data processing parsing,
methods including expert knowledge-based processing and terminology normalization were used. For
the normalization, a code was assigned to each word. Parsing was annotated with certain attributes,
such as preprocessing. The expert knowledge base performed the labeling and classification. Related
fields include digestive surgery, neurosurgery, orthopedic surgery, and intensive care. The measurement
sensitivity and specialty in each field were found to be 86.6/80.0, 84.6/93.3, 93.3/75.0, and 69.2/86.6,
respectively. This model will assist in patient monitoring and detection in the future. Lucini et al. [4]
employed rule-based ML techniques (LR, SVM, RF, adaptive boosting, neural networks, and text
vectorization). The evaluation revealed that SVM achieved the highest performance during the ML.
The area under the curve (AUC) evaluation of the rule-based system was higher than that of the ML
algorithms. This study is believed to support treatment planning for patients’ families. Abualigah et al.
[5] applied emotion analysis processing technology for text to the medical field using product reviews
and vast amounts of online medical information. Alyasseri et al. [6] conducted a literature review on
the COVID-19 disease using DL and ML, and the most suitable and commonly used algorithms were
SVMs and CNNs, which are widely used in Elsevier and Willey publications. In this study, we used
emotion, subject processing methods, decomposition methods, DL, and ML. In addition, PubMed
published reports were used. This paper contributes to the use of an NLP technique using the Middle
East respiratory syndrome (MERS) disease journal that was published before COVID-19. Kumar et al.
[7] performed a classification study on several types of waste generated by the coronavirus. An imageand dependent-text-based fusion method was used, and an ensemble method was used after learning
based on k-nearest neighbor (KNN), artificial neural networks (ANNs), and SVM. Using the SVM
base, a classification accuracy of 96.5% was achieved, and the fusion method achieved a performance
of more than 96%. Allioui et al. [8] used a Q-Network to select masks from computed tomography
(CT) images to identify lung diseases, such as COVID-19. Based on the entropy, the proposed model
was close to 2.5. Hasoon et al. [9] similarly recognized the coronavirus by performing a series of
detection methods for approximately 5,000 X-ray images. This study presents six combinatorial models
using representative ML models. Based on this evaluation, approximately 98% of the highest level
was achieved. In this study, classification was performed using ML techniques. In addition, text
classification was performed to conduct an epidemiological literature review of respiratory diseases. It
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contributed to maximizing synergy by using the fusion method in the classification of related research
literature and NLP techniques using the MERS disease journal that was published before the COVID19 pandemic. Hasoon et al. [10] analyzed risk factors and confirmed cases using LSTM to visualize
the coronavirus, which is expected to help authorities to make decisions. This paper will also assist
in the decision-making process for health officials, including authorities. This study contributed to
the meta-task and performance of classifying relevant journals. Albahli et al. [11] developed a filter
on social media services for misinformation regarding the coronavirus outbreak. NLP analysis was
performed to analyze the meanings of mixed emotional levels composed of Arabic. However, it may
not be possible to request a hypertext transfer protocol level, and a neural network cannot be used. In
this study, data were analyzed using PubMed. Some errors occurred in the hypertext transfer protocol,
but in the final task processing, it showed a good performance of over 86%, even with a small amount
of data. Carnevale et al. [12] used an ML n-gram (1, 2, . . . ,8) and supervised classifier (naive) to
identify emotions in important posts of patients and problems that may provide misinformation in
medical social networks. Methods such as Bayes, SVM, stochastic gradient descent (SGD), and linear
support vectors were used. The entire classification process goes through preprocessing after loading
on Twitter. After extracting n-grams from the text, a sentiment analysis dictionary was created and
classified. The dataset was then split into three groups (no increments, quadratic, and all increments),
and the performance varied depending on this division. The second increment was found to exhibit
the highest accuracy.
3 In-Depth Mixed With Subject and Emotion Algorithm (IMSE)
3.1 Motivation and General Corpus Extraction (CE)

There have been various techniques that use machine learning (ML), deep learning (DL), and
computational linguistic techniques to classify texts as well as observation records and articles used in
healthcare data. Ning et al. [13] used natural language processing (NLP) to handle unstructured data in
the healthcare industry. NLP can be used to summarize a doctor’s observation record, identify diseases,
etc., because this approach, along with various preprocessing methods, enables the morphological,
lexical, syntactic, and semantic analyses of text. However, the use of NLP technology in clinical science
requires security and specialized skills to interpret unfamiliar words. The current study applied the
subject and non-linear emotional (SNE), a subject with singular value decomposition in emotion
(SSN), and an embedding with singular value decomposition with emotion (ESE) algorithms with the
IMSE model using the topic and sentiment analysis of texts to related search articles, consequently
achieving good performance in terms of classification. Kilani et al. [14] attempted to categorize the
application data as bugs, new feature requests, feedback, etc. from numerous user reviews of the
application. Accordingly, two experts first performed annotation processing and agreed to perform
labeling. Subsequently, classification was performed using various algorithms, such as random forest
(RF), support vector machine (SVM), and naïve Bayes (NB), in Weka. Consequently, the best
performance was achieved in the multi-nominal naive Bayes of the emotion analysis system when
comparing the performance with the front and back systems in bugs and emotions. There was a
significant difference in the classification performance when using sentiment analysis. In addition,
there was a significant difference (0.05) in the classification performance with respect to the data. For
data resampling, this study increased the reliability of the data and achieved an accuracy of 0.95. In this
study, approximately 330 disease papers were manually created. These data were used to evaluate the
methods used in this study. The specific process of creating the data is described in the methods section.
As reported by Johnson et al. [15], Wikipedia uses various methods, such as ontology, annotation, and
unsupervised learning methods, to group numerous documents by topic; however, these methods have
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shown some limitations. This study proposes a method for grouping topics based on document links,
and it is an automatic classification technique. The evaluation was conducted both qualitatively and
quantitatively. After composing a set of unordered links for future expression, topics, articles, and
multiple languages were tested, and the highest performance was shown in Arabic. Barberá et al. [16]
extracted topics and keywords from 4,400 economic newspapers. When classifying a text, the method
provides guidelines on the efficiency with which analysts classify texts using lexicographic or ML
techniques. Barberá et al. estimated the parameters of the classifier, recommended keyword searches,
and recommended ML techniques to analyze sentiment. Yakunin et al. [17] classified publications
of papers from 1000 Kazakhstan news publications without complex DL models using topic models
for text bundles and vector representations. The experimental results showed that these publications
were well classified according to emotions. When the corpus was larger, the media prediction improved.
The accuracies of area under curves are 0.93, 0.94 (P), and 0.94 (R). Cahyani et al. [18] studied hashtag
functions and topics from Indonesian Twitter data, and SVM achieved an accuracy of 86%. Mandhula
et al. [19] studied opinion mining using Amazon’s product data. After the basic preprocessing of the
spam, C-means and topic modelling were performed. Subsequently, the keywords that fit the topic
were classified into three types of emotions. Finally, a possibilistic fuzzy c-means (PFCM)-modified
spectral mixing analysis (SMA)-convolutional neural network (CNN) was proposed, and based on the
evaluation, it was found that its performance was improved by up to 20% compared to the existing
performance (up to 96.87% in the Amazon electronics product).
3.2 Overall Structure

In related studies, there have been models that extract topics, emotions, tags, and keywords to
classify text. The model proposed in this study uses both topic and emotion distributions. There are
various articles, especially those related to health care. First, there is a need to group documents;
accordingly, this study attempts to extract uncaught emotions from words, leading to complex
structures for dimensional decomposition learning. Fig. 1 shows the utilization of healthcare data
and the overall workflow of the study. The proposed algorithm operates by adopting the systembased formulas of [20,21]. These algorithms were modified and transformed to create new combined
and distributed models for healthcare data. The algorithm proposed in this study is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The IMSE uses healthcare data as the input for topic modelling and emotion calculation.
This study also constructs a feature matrix using the bag-of-words (BoW) method. After building
each word dictionary, the dictionary work was used to combine the results. Subsequently, dimensional
decomposition and training were performed by supplementing with weights to determine optimal
features. In the final task, an update was made using regularization during training. Specifically, the
subsystems documented in the following study on CE expression learning were considered. Park et al.
[20] attempted to classify normal mail and spams from messenger data.
To classify spam, the relationship between the word and subject of spam and that between the
spam and subject were determined. Accordingly, topic modeling was performed using latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA), and the parameters to be used as weights were extracted. To robustly solve the
feature sparsity problem, dimensional learning was performed using SVD. The expression used for
topic modeling was taken from [22].

 N


p (zn | θ) p (wn | zn ) dθ
(1)
p (w, z) = p (θ)
n=1
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Figure 1: Utilization and mechanism of the proposed system. A system that extracts and filters related
information by clustering articles by topic to utilize healthcare metadata and setting hypotheses

Figure 2: Overall schematic of the in-depth mixed with subject and emotion adapted to work as part
of [20,21]
Park et al. [21] used spam data to classify normal and abnormal email addresses. To classify spam,
assumptions were made, and sentiment analysis was performed. Given pairs xi and yi , the data were
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classified using LR, which is known to achieve the best performance in most text classifications. They
were classified as follows [23]:
exp (Lc (x))


p (c | x) = c
(2)
exp Lc (x)
c=1
3.3 SNE

SNE is a method that is employed for the nonlinear analysis of the topic of healthcare text and
its emotions. First, it calculates the subject features of a document using the topics and words in the
document, word frequencies, and dictionary. The formula for the parameter coefficient  is [20]:
Div ({Ti ∗ log (Wi of Tn ) ∗ IDF} , Tall )

(3)

With the neutral word on hold, the dictionary vector Ea (w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ) is built into the sentence
using positive and negative emotions. The built function is expressed as [21]
Eα =

α
, if Positive
log (α) , if Negative

(4)

To strengthen and extract the feature values, a matrix is constructed by dividing the digitized
emotions into real (0 > k ∗ i > i) and integer (i > 0) parameters, and multiplying them by k ∗ i. This
reflects the score based on the knowledge.
3.4 SSE

SSE is a method for extracting subjects from data in healthcare texts and interpolating them
with emotions by performing dimensional decomposition to robustly solve the sparsity problem. This
approach utilizes Ea and Ta as the inputs. The previous process [20,21] comprises three features. The
word weight and number of decompositions were set according to the number of subject groups
to form the ith SF before combining and dimensionality decomposition. Based on the parameters t
(word), d (document), T (topic), D (document vector), n (number of topics), and r (decomposition), the
Ith generated topic vector is expressed as follows: Three individual independent features were created.
⎧
⎨ TTISi
SF (n, U)i = TFTIDFi
(5)
⎩
TISi
Emotions were also transformed through the following functions to vectorize them into emotion
values, and this is expressed as:
EF (α, V )i = Ew

(6)

EF(α, V)i and SF(n, V)i are combined to form Combine SVDr . Each of the two vectors generated
above go through the following logic to achieve CE: In this process, 20 unsupervised learning types of
initialization and SVD learning were performed. Note that r represents the number of decompositions.
The coefficient of the ranks in matrix R of the same size along each dimension was computed. In
this system implementation, only two-dimensionality decomposition scenarios are considered. After
at most two rounds, a performance evaluation was performed. Considering the data in the SVD
operation, only 10 is considered for N because considerable amounts of N can backfire owing to
sparse data.
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SVDr (q, p, E) ,
SVDv (q, p, E, R) ,

EF (α, k, V, r) = SVDr (n, Z, E)

if 0 < v < 1
if v > 1

(7)

, if 0 < r ≤ 1

(8)

The EF was determined by the weight of the next learning session. Mean square error (MSE) was
used based on the product of the emotion and subject vectors. This is expressed as follows [21]:

2
Eui R − R2wi
(9)
ENLS (E, R) =
u,i∈S

Consequently, the following method was used to optimize the matrix of uxi [21].
ρ = BEu BT + λI
q = BEu RTu

(10)

Note that p multiplies the product of the emotion and subject vectors by the transpose matrix of
the subject vector, and adds the identity matrix of the lambda value.
3.5 ESE

The ESE reflects the emotion weight by performing dimensional decomposition using the
frequency of words in the healthcare text. For new feature extraction, the third term of the preliminary
features generated by the preliminary feature modules (EF and SFi ) to determine the weighting factors
is selected as the input, thereby learning the number of unnecessary words within the encoding word
and filling unnecessary data provided by the sentiment analysis.
Based on this, the gap between the current task and class label information is minimized. Binary
classification computation is performed using methods, such as NB, RF, and decision trees (DT). For
the learning environment, lambda was fixed at 0.01, and the learning rate was fixed at 0.001.
The following shows the algorithmic process of the IMSE model.
It performs statistical calculations and basic analysis processing on the dataset and proceeds with
the initialization. Meaningful results are extracted according to the weights of the expression parameter T. Using the positive and negative expressions for Ew, the calculated value is set and initialized for
the emotional value. It uses a word bag to refer to a word dictionary. For feature calculation, SF and EF
were generated by referencing the equations for the sentiment and subject vectors. It then recognizes
that each matrix vector has many dimensions, and dimensional decomposition is performed.
Note that here n denotes the number of permissible subject words, E denotes the sentiment matrix,
R denotes the number of decompositions, and Z denotes the temporary decomposition value. The SF
matrix was dimensionally decomposed as many times as possible, and the difference was calculated
and multiplied by the generated emotion values of u and i. To perform feature learning, the model
iteratively learns using optimization and learns until convergence. In this study, future learning was
conducted 25 times.
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3.6 Auto-Collection and Query (ACQ)

In the healthcare field, it is often difficult to obtain data because tagged data are more expensive
than untagged data. Fig. 3 illustrates the workflow proposed in this study for the NLP data. The automatic document search method for data extraction comprises five modules. These are: the query search
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program, filter module, memory management module, page parsing module, and download-and-save
module. In this study, queries and verifications were performed. A public database server was used
to obtain disease article data. First, this study focused on determining the optimal query for data
exploration. The word that was the initial focus was “MERS” or “Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus.” However, inefficient data were searched and excluded, and the query was recorded by
adding the optimal word (Korea, Title, Abstract, Genes, Proteins, etc.) using “AND” and “NOT”
operations. This was repeated multiple times to remove inefficient data (approximately 13,800). Next,
filtering and purification were performed. During the previous work, data that were not related to
the full text and data that could not be used were repeatedly filtered. In total, 334 articles were
identified. Memory must be managed while exploring previous tasks; therefore, memory management
was performed. Memory includes physical and virtual space. In memory management, threading is
used to parallelize the refresh function, timer meter, and virtual-space parser. For example, to optimize
the memory space every 30 min, a parallel timer is used to measure the free memory. In addition, to
timeout the virtual space memory, parsing and refresh functions were performed. While performing
tasks, page processing is required concurrently and a parser is necessary for 501–520 related processing
tasks. Therefore, approximately 400 MERS articles were downloaded. The trial history was as follows:
74/401 (18.5%), 99/401 (24.75%), 122/401 (30.5%), etc. Therefore, approximately 81% of the articles
were downloaded. Pages were parsed and data extracted. For the articles that were collected, the
abstract, title, and id information were extracted, and comments and tags were manually added. For
example, “Occurred between 2013 and 2015,” “DNA/protein research, not likely to contain patient’s
information,” “This study is about non-MERS patient’s behavior,” “Not MERS,” “Not that it contains
patient’s information,” and “Survey on quarantine” were added. The generated distribution of ACQ
lies in max # −843, min # −4, Ave # −182.01, Std # −95, med # −196.0, 1Q # −126, and 3Q # −245.
Subsequently, the following form was created by combining the title, abstract, or background. The
form shown in Fig. 4 focuses on future disease modelling and digital forensic applications.

Figure 3: Auto flow work included for natural language processing
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Figure 4: Visualization examples based on the log auto-collection query
4 Experiment and Results
4.1 Baseline

Self-collected healthcare articles [20, 21, 24–29] were used to evaluate the function of the proposed
model. After classification, linked and separated corpora were distinguished. The proportion of data
was divided into half, and the models such as decision tree (DT), naïve bayes (NB), linear regression
(LR), random forest (RF), in-depth mixed with subject and emotion (IMSE) and so on were used
for evaluation and training. The implementation environment is tabulated in Tab. 1 (lambda = 0.01,
learning rate = 0.001).
Table 1: Examples of corpus from description and sort
Sort

Description

Text

Linked
Separated
Linked
Separated

Middle east respiratory syndrome title consideration.
DNA/protein research, not to contain patients’ information.
Modeling information.
Serologic assays.

Ryu et al. [24]
Lee et al. [25]
Abdirizak et al. [26]
Harvey et al. [27]

4.2 Score

To test the proposed models, various performance comparisons were carried out. First, the
training and test scores of the algorithms were analyzed and compared. In general, it was confirmed
that the subject and non-linear emotional linear regression (SNE+LR), subject with singular value
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Table 2: Examples of corpus from description and sort
Dataset

Environment

Algorithms

Healthcare

Tensorflow/Keras/Win-64bit
Home/Scikit-learn/Python3.4

In-Depth mixed with
subject and emotion

decomposition in emotion linear regression (SSE+LR), and embedding with singular value decomposition with emotion linear regression (ESE+LR) are significantly superior compared to other models.
Next, the SNE+DT, SSE+DT, and ESE+DT models exhibited good classification performance,
followed by the SNE+RF, SSE+RF, and ESE+RF models. The SNE+LR model proposed in this
study achieved the highest prediction value (∼0.85). The ESE+LR and term frequency and inverse
document frequency linear regression (TF-IDF+LR) models proposed in this study achieved values
of 0.82 and 0.81, respectively. In addition, the TF-IDF+NB model achieved high performance.
Moreover, the proposed models achieved a similar performance, with a score of approximately 0.76.
The metric of the proposed algorithm was higher than that of the base models, approximately 0.4
higher. Subsequently, the F1, recall, and precision values of the models were measured and compared,
as shown in Fig. 5. The precision value was highest for SNE+LR at 0.9, followed by TF-IDF+LR at
0.84, and ESE+LR at 0.82. All of the models achieved values above 0.75. When comparing recall, TFIDF+RF, SNE+RF, SSE+RF, and ESE+RF performed the best. Meanwhile, SNE+NB, SSE+NB,
and ESE+NB yielded the second-highest values. Except for TF-IDF+DT and TF-IDF+NB, all
models yielded a high performance value of 0.9. When comparing F1, the SNE+LR model had
the highest score (0.91), followed by the ESE+LR model (0.89). Except for TF-IDF+DT (0.83), all
models yielded a performance above 0.86. It was confirmed that the proposed model achieved a high
performance with a precision of approximately 0.06 and an F1 of 0.02. The results of the comparison
of the area under curves (AUC) values are shown in Fig. 6. The AUC value was the highest for the
SNE+LR model (0.94), followed by the ESE+LR (0.89), TF-IDF+LR (0.86), and ESE+NB models.
It was confirmed that the TF-IDF+NB model achieved a much higher score of 0.19 compared to that
of the existing model (0.67). Compared with the best performance of the other models, the proposed
model exhibited a performance that was approximately 0.29 higher. Tab. 2 lists the results of the
comparison with existing models.

Figure 5: Measurement performance of models (P-Precision, R-Recall, and F1)
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Figure 6: Measurement performance of models area under curves

Table 3: Summary of results of classification score for comparison between proposed models and
existing models. (linear regression (LR), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF), naïve bayes (NB),
the subject and non-linear emotional (SNE), subject with singular value decomposition in emotion
(SSE), and embedding with singular value decomposition with emotion (ESE))
Model/Score

(Train)

(Test)

TF-IDF+NB
SNE+NB
SSE+NB
ESE+NB
TF-IDF+LR
SNE+LR
SSE+LR
ESE+LR
TF-IDF+DT
SNE+DT
SSE+DT
ESE+DT
TF-IDF+RF
SNE+RF
SSE+RF
ESE+RF

0.99
0.76
0.75
0.76
0.89
0.87
0.76
0.99
0.95
0.92
0.92
0.96
0.75
0.8
0.85
0.8

0.78
0.6
0.65
0.64
0.81
0.85
0.75
0.82
0.74
0.76
0.75
0.76
0.66
0.75
0.76
0.76

Based on the results, most of the recall values of the proposed model from the perspective of the
classification subtasks were close to 0.99 (=1), except for the LR. However, the previous model had a
recall value ranging from 0.83 to 0.98.The purpose of this study was to emphasize the precision of the
proposed models rather than the recall because it can be interpreted meaningfully for healthcare data.
However, it would be problematic if the predictor classifies normal as isolated abnormal among related
contents because then, important research may be missed. Among the models that were compared with
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the models proposed in this paper, those with a precision value of 0.8 or higher were TF-IDF+NB, TFIDF+LR, TF-IDF+DT, ESE+LR, and SNE+LR. The highest value was obtained for the proposed
model SNE+LR (0.9). Consequently, by reducing the normal error, this study shows that the proposed
model works effectively even for a small amount of data. Moreover, the SNE+LR model had the
highest F1 value of 0.91, thereby proving that it is a very good model for extracting information by
harmoniously reducing abnormal and normal errors. Even the AUC recorded the highest value of 0.9
or higher, which was compared to the existing TF-IDF+LR model.
According to [21], human documents can be effectively inferred from the evaluation results of
attacks on spam, when assuming that emotions are included. In this paper, it is applied to healthcare
data in a large data ecosystem based on these hypothesis, and based on the results obtained, it was
found to be more effective than existing techniques.
4.3 Performance in Response to Dynamic Changes

The experimental results that indicate how the IMSE models change according to the parameter
changes are presented. The SNE+LR achieved the highest performance when t = 1, a = 0.1, and k =
0.09. In addition, high performance was achieved when t = 8, a = 0.6, and k = 0.01, as well as when t
= 10, a = 0.1, and k = 0.06. However, very low scores were recorded for t = 8, a = 0.8, k = 0.07; t =
10, a = 0.3, k = 0.07; t = 10, a = 0.2, k = 0.08, etc. Therefore, high scores were obtained when k was
less than 0.05; when it was greater than 0.05, the performance decreased at regular intervals whenever
the phase was continuously repeated. A relatively stable score was obtained when t was between seven
and eight. The ESE+LR and ESE+DT maintained constant values. The ESE+RF maintained stable
values at t = 6, a = 0.1, and k = 0.7; the SSE+RF had the same values. In general, it is observed
that the performance depends on t, and there is a large difference in the error between the prediction
values for training and testing. The metric of the proposed model was superior to that of the existing
models when healthcare data were classified. The statistical tables for the models are listed in Tab. 3.
The mean, deviation, and the maximum and minimum values are presented.
Table 4: Statistics of the subject and non-linear emotional (SNE), subject with singular value
decomposition in emotion (SSE), and embedding with singular value decomposition with emotion
(ESE). (M-Mean, D-Deviation, M1-Max, M2-Min)
Algorithms\Val

M

D

M1

M2

Existing One
SNE
SSE
ESE

0.7e−3
−3.1e−3
−0.2e−3
−1.1e−3

7.41e−2
3.95e−2
1.35e−2
1.63e−2

1.16
0.539
0.115
0.189

−0.64
−0.289
−0.13
−0.138

The limitation is that because of the nature of healthcare data, not all models performed better
than the existing models, and as more hypotheses are systematically constructed, further research is
needed to optimize parameters, and other perspectives need to be sought for appraisal processing.
5 Conclusion

The research conducted in this study is a further attempt to solve the problem of the tracking and
modelling of epidemics. Accordingly, new features were created and classified using the in-depth mixed
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with subject and emotion model. Among these, the subject and non-linear emotional linear regression
model achieved a high performance of 89%. The trial using subjects and emotion figures in the data
proved to be extremely effective. The embedding with singular value decomposition with emotion
linear regression model achieved a performance of 82%, which was higher than that of the conventional
model. The method of decomposing dimensions using emotion learning was also effective. When
comparing the area under curves values of each model with those of the existing model, the proposed
model yielded a result that was 8% higher. They demonstrated well even at certain values of precision
and recall, and effectively reduced the difference between the training and learning data compared to
the conventional method [existing models: 0.08–0.21, proposed model: 0.01–0.17]. This study analyzed
the corpus of the Middle East respiratory syndrome articles and confirmed that it contains emotions
and topics, which will ultimately be used in the text content of spam documents as well as emotions
that the sender wants to express. The data investigation and natural language text processing model
utilized in this study are expected to aid the systematic investigation and decision-making of health
authorities. Future research will include the performance and structure of this research model, which
will expand and develop the context of the text more accurately to build a network through which
experts can collaborate with the medical field.
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